JACK-BOOT AND PETTICOAT
Lord Bute resigned last Friday. He will have no office, and declares
that he will not be a Minister behind the curtain, but give up
business entirely. The reasons he gives for this step are that he
finds the dislike taken to Mm has lessened the popularity which
the King had and ought to have; that he hopes his retirement
will make things quiet and His Majesty's Government easy. He
says that he unwillingly undertook the business of a Minister, on
the King's absolute promise that he might retire when the peace
should be made.
George never knew a more faithful servant and loyal friend than
Bute; and he received from him the greatest service and friend-
ship when he resigned in April, 1763. To the end Bute was
solicitous about the political welfare of the King; and shortly
before he sent in his resignation he pleaded earnestly with the
Duke of Bedford loyally to stand by the Throne. Bute's letter
to Bedford is worth quotation:
Need I make use of many arguments to prevail on the Duke of
Bedford to assist his young Sovereign with his weight and name—
that Sovereign who has not a wish but what terminates in this
country's happiness, and who, since he mounted the throne, has
shown ever the highest regard and predilection for the Duke of
Bedford.
Poor Bute was not then to know that his parting gift would add
to the Bong's burdens.
in the quiet of his home, however, George could now and
then escape from the heat and dust of the political battle which
raged so madly about him. He was ideally happy with Charlotte.
In the evenings he would often read to her—edifying books:
she would play and sing to him, and—so malicious tongues
would have it—sometimes knitted him underclothes, George
does not ever appear to have burdened Charlotte with his
4 business worries/
During the more arduous months of Charlotte's pregnancy
he took her to live at Richmond. It was very peaceful and
countrified there, and George himself found infinite joy in
roaming about the neighbouring countryside, chatting freely to
farmers and labourers, and winning that reputation which he
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